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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel approach to big-step operational semantics. This ap-
proach stems from the observation that the typical type soundness property formulated via a big-step
operational semantics is weak, while the option of using a small-step operational semantics is not
always an option, because it is less intuitive to build and understand. We support our claim by using
a simple language called LM, for which we present a big-step semantics expressed with the new
approach, allowing one to formulate a stronger type soundness property. We prove this property for
LM and we present an example of an error in the typing rules which does not violate the typical type
soundness property, but does violate ours.

1. Introduction

The big-step operational semantics formulation (as introduced by Kahn [8] and also known as natu-
ral semantics) is often thought as a more intuitive choice than small-step semantics [10, 7, 2, 6, 1].
The superiority of such a formulation is especially visible for imperative languages with recursion
and nested scopes. Moreover, a small-step semantics formulation of a language (as introduced by
Plotkin [12]) in many cases requires one to define: (i) another language used internally in the reduc-
tion process; (ii) additional rules to enforce a specific order of the evaluation. Examples of small-step
semantics can be found in [4, 5, 3].

Big-step semantics is used to define naturally the semantics of programs in terms of judgements
that describe that a program, in a given context, yields a final value/state/..., (see, for example, [3]).
This is often convenient, typically leading to a clear semantics, easy to understand and follow. How-
ever, an unfortunate consequence is that it is only possible to capture directly properties that can be
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formulated as “if a program evaluates to some value/state/... then ...”. For many applications this is
sufficient, but, in general, this does not distinguish among computations that do not lead to successful
termination of a program. In particular, it cannot distinguish looping indefinitely from getting stuck
at some internal point. Consequently, properties that concern the intermediate configurations that
may emerge in the course of a program evaluation are disregarded. Such properties can typically be
expressed in terms of a small-step operational semantics. However, even if a small-step operational
semantics is given at some appropriate level of abstraction, typically its readability suffers due to the
overwhelming details. In particular, it is difficult to state that the execution of a program gets stuck,
or to prove that the execution of a program does not get stuck. As a result, it is more complicated to
express the subject reduction and the type soundness properties.

We introduce a novel approach to modelling type soundness with big-step operational semantics.
In this approach, the big-step rules are formulated in a way it is always possible either to choose a
rule deterministically, or to delay the choice of the rule by evaluating common premises of different
rules, until a deterministic choice is possible. With this formulation, it is possible to define a notion of
intermediate steps of a program execution, that permits to distinguish between looping indefinitely
from getting stuck at some internal point, without the cumbersome details of a small-step semantics
and without the need of introducing any explicit error value.

In order to illustrate our approach, we introduce a statically typed toy language called LM1. By
means of LM, we show why existing formulations are weak with respect to type soundness, by
introducing a small, but significant, error in the type system which is not captured within a typical
big-step-based type soundness property, but it is instead captured by ours.

Then, we define the notion of intermediate steps for LM, formulate the subject reduction and the
type soundness properties following the new approach, and give their proofs.

The language LM is sufficient to present our approach. In particular, LM does not feature higher-
order types, because they would not change anything in the approach, since our notion of interme-
diate steps of a program execution does not depend on typing. However, the constructs present in
the language do influence our technique; for example, LM has an explicit if-construct, which intro-
duces naturally two separate big-step semantics rules for one form of instruction. This, in turn, may
introduces non-determinism (see Section 6.4).

Indeed, the first author applied this approach to a more complex language, Magda, in his PhD thesis
[9]. The approach does not change, even though Magda is object-oriented and implicitly second-
order (as functions can be encapsulated in objects as virtual methods and therefore passed as param-
eters).

Our solution is in many respects similar to the one presented by Ager in [2] (even though it was
developed independently). We present the similarities and differences in Section 6.4.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our toy language LM. In Section 3
we introduce the big-step semantics of our language and in Section 4 the type system. In Section 5,
by using our language, we present the drawbacks of the classical approach to type safety with big-
step operational semantics. In Section 6 we propose our new approach to computation with big-step
semantics. In Section 7, we show a formulation and the proof of the subject reduction property for
LM. This proof uses the model of computation presented in Section 6, in order to obtain a stronger
subject reduction property than the usual one when big-step semantics is exploited. In Section 8, we
formulate and prove the type soundness property for LM. In Section 9 we conclude our work.

1The acronym LM stands for “Little Magda”, named after the Magda language introduced in [9].
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2. The LM language

In this section we present our toy language LM. This language draws inspiration from the lan-
guage Magda, presented in the first author’s PhD thesis [9]. Magda is a fully-fledged mixin-based
object-oriented language, but, in order to present our approach to big-step operational semantics, it
is enough to consider LM, for the motivations presented in the introduction.

2.1. The structure of a program

Every program in LM consists of two parts. The first part is a list of function declarations. The
second part is an expression, called main expression. The execution of the program corresponds to
the evaluation of the main expression.

Int Add (x:Int, y:Int, z:Int) = begin
return x + y + z

end
//
Add(1, 1 + 1, 0)

Figure 1. A simple example in LM

A simple example of a program written in LM can be seen in Figure 1. The program consists of a
function named Add and a main expression invoking this function. Unsurprisingly, the result of the
evaluation of this program is 3.

2.2. Local variables

A function in LM can contain declarations of local variables. As one can see in the MultiplyBy8
function on Figure 2, variable declarations are placed in the header of the function, after its name
and the declaration of parameters, before the keyword begin. Each declaration consists of a variable
name followed by a colon and the type of the variable. The type of the variable is either Bool or Int.
Every local variable of type Int initially contains the value 0, while a Bool variable has the initial
value false.

Int MultiplyBy8(par:Int)
x:Int;

begin
x := par + par;
x := x + x;
return x + x

end;

Figure 2. Local variables in LM
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Int IterativeMultiplication(x:Int, y:Int)
result:Int;

begin
if (y < 0) then

x := 0 - x;
y := 0 - y

end;
while (y > 0)

result := result + x;
y := y - 1;

end;
return result

end

Figure 3. Bool type and control instructions

2.3. Control instructions and Bool type

The values of type Bool are obtained either by using the constants true and false, or by comparing
two Int’s.

The Bool values are used in two control instructions: conditional if and loop while, which both
begin with a condition expression of type Bool. The syntax of those instruction can be seen in the
example in Figure 3.

2.4. Formal definition of the syntax

We present in Figure 4 the formal syntax of LM in a Backus-Naur form. To increase the readability,
all keywords (terminal symbols) in the grammar are written in non-capital letters and in quotes, like
’implements’. A general non-terminal symbol, denoting all acceptable identifiers, is denoted as
<ID>. An additional non-terminal is <NUMBER_LITERAL>, which denotes any constant value repre-
senting an integer (Int) number. All nonterminals are written in capital letters with underscores.

2.5. Notation

We introduce now the notational conventions which will be used through the rest of the paper.

For each pair p we use p|1 to denote the first element of p, and p|2 to denote the second element of
p. In general, for an arbitrary tuple t, we use t|n to denote the n-th element of t.

For each function or partial function f we use f{a 7→ b} to denote a function which, when applied
to x, has value b if x = a and f(x), otherwise. We also use f{a1 7→ b1; ...; an 7→ bn} to denote
f{a1 7→ b1}...{an 7→ bn}, where all a1 ... an are different elements.

We use also the convention that every function f is a set of pairs (a, b), such that f(a) = b.

A set of elements {p1, ..., pn} is often denoted as p. Additionally, a sequence of elements (p1, ..., pn)
is occasionally abbreviated as −→p . We use notation a ·

−→
b to denote a sequence

−→
b with element a

added at the beginning. Similarly, we use notation
−→
b · a to denote a sequence

−→
b with element a

added at the end. For simplicity, we often treat a sequence as the set of its values.
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// --------------------- The program --------------------------------------
PROGRAM ::= ( FUN_DECLARATION )* EXPRESSION

// ---------------- Function declarations ---------------------------------
FUN_DECLARATION ::= TYPE <ID> ’(’ PARAMETER_DECLS ’)’

VARIABLE_DECLARATIONS ’begin’ INSTRUCTION ’end’;
TYPE ::= ’Bool’ | ’Int’
PARAMETER_DECL ::= <ID> : TYPE
PARAMETER_DECLS ::= [ PARAMETER_DECL (’;’ PARAMETER_DECL )* ]
VARIABLE_DECLARATIONS ::= ( <ID> ’:’ TYPE ’;’ )*

// -------------------- Instructions -------------------------------------
WHILE_LOOP ::= ’while’ ’(’ EXPRESSION ’)’ INSTRUCTION ’end’
IF_COND ::= ’if’ ’(’ EXPRESSION ’)’ ’then’ INSTRUCTION

[ ’else’ INSTRUCTION ] ’end’
INSTRUCTION ::= <ID> ’:=’ EXPRESSION |

EXPRESSION |
’return’ EXPRESSION |
WHILE_LOOP |
IF_COND |
INSTRUCTION ’;’ INSTRUCTION

// --------------------- Expressions --------------------------------------
ACTUAL_PARAMETERS ::= ’(’ [ EXPRESSION (’,’ EXPRESSION )* ] ’)’
FUNCTION_CALL ::= <ID> ACTUAL_PARAMETERS

BINARY_OPERATOR ::= ’+’ | ’-’ | ’>’
EXPRESSION ::= <NUMBER_LITERAL> | ’true’ | ’false’ |

<ID> |
’(’ EXPRESSION ’)’ |
FUNCTION_CALL |
EXPRESSION BINARY_OPERATOR EXPRESSION

Figure 4. The formal grammar of LM
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From now on, when we indicate a term t, we will always refer to one specific occurrence of t in the
program.

2.6. Syntax-related definitions

In this section we introduce some syntax-related notions which will make the definitions of semantics
and type checking rules easier to specify.

For t ∈ {Bool, Int}, we use InitVal(t) to denote the initial value of a variable declared with the
given type. This function has the following values: InitVal(Int) = 0 and InitVal(Bool) = ff .

We use the following notations for the sets of names occurring in a program.

• FunNames: the set of function identifiers declared in a program. We use the symbol funID or
f, with optional indices, to denote an element of this set.

• LocalIdentifiers: the set of local variables and parameter names of the functions.

We define a set Decls , whose elements, denoted as D with optional indices, are partial functions
from the set FunNames to the set of function declarations, thus the terms generated by the non-
terminal FUN_DECLARATION defined in Figure 4. Given a program including function declarations
F1, ..., Fn, we calculate the related partial function D as DeclsVal(F1, ..., Fn), using the rules below.
Notice that the side condition in the second rule makes DeclsVal(

−→
F ) undefined when

−→
F contains

two declarations with the same name.

DeclsVal(∅) = ∅

D = DeclsVal(
−→
F ) F = type funID (...) ... end funID /∈ Dom(D)

DeclsVal(
−→
F ; F ) = D{funID 7→ F}

For each function name funID occurring in the program, we use:

• FunDeclfunID
D , to denote the declaration of a function named funID . This is equal to D(funID).

• FunParamsfunID
D , to denote the sequence of declarations of function parameters in FunDeclfunID

D .
Each element of this sequence is a parameter name followed by a colon and the type of the
parameter.

• RetTypefunID
D , to denote the return type occurring in FunDeclfunID

D .

• FunLocalsfunID
D , to denote the sequence of local variable declarations in FunDeclfunID

D . Each
such a declaration consists of a variable name and its type.

• FunInstrfunID
D , to denote the sequence of instructions within FunDeclfunID

D with the following
instruction added at the end: return vI , where vI = InitVal(RetTypefunID

D ). This is to
ensure that every function returns the initial value of its return type if it happens not to execute
any return instruction.
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2.7. Preliminary definitions for LM semantics and typing

We define the following sets:

Values = Z ∪ { tt , ff }
Environments = (LocalIdentifiers ⇀ Values) ∪ ({>} × Values)

The set Values is the set of values of the expressions.

An element of the set Environments represents the (dynamic) state of the local identifiers visible in
the scope of the function under execution, therefore it takes one of the forms:

• Either an association of the local identifiers with values. It has, as its domain, the names of the
identifiers defined in the scope, therefore it is a partial function.

• Or a pair of the form (>, val), where val is an element of the set Values. This form means
that the execution of the function is terminated with a return instruction. The value val is the
result of a function evaluated by the return instruction.

We will use the symbol env with optional indices to denote elements of the set Environments.

To model the execution, we need also to represent its static context, as an element of the set Contexts:

Contexts = FunNames ∪ {>}

An element of this set is either the name of a function, the one currently under execution, or the
special symbol (>), denoting that the main expression of the program is currently under execution.
We will use the symbol ctx with optional indices to denote elements of the set Contexts.

We define some additional functions which will be needed later on in the rules of the semantics and
the type checking of LM.

For each val ∈ Values, we use ValType(val) to denote the type of a value, where ValType(val) is
Bool if val ∈ { ff , tt } and Int, otherwise.

For each context ctx, we use IdTypesD(ctx) to denote a partial function defined for all identifiers
declared in ctx. To every local identifier declared in ctx, IdTypesD(ctx) assigns the declared type
of this identifier to its name. Therefore, IdTypesD(>) = ∅. In the other case, in which the context
ctx refers to a function defined in D, the partial function IdTypesD(ctx) is defined as follows:

• When applied to a parameter names of the function referred by ctx, it returns its type as in
FunLocalsctx

D .

• When applied to a local variable declared within the body of a function referred by ctx, the
function returns its type present in the declaration as in FunParamsctx

D .

The type checking rules ensure that the set of names of local variables and function parameters are
disjoint, in such way that the above definition is correct.

For any two integers v1 and v2, we define a predicate GreaterThan(v1, v2) with the obvious mean-
ing. We also define the functions Plus and Minus which are, respectively, the addition and the
substraction between two integers.

Summarizing:
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ValType : Values → Types

IdTypesD : Contexts → (LocalIdentifiers ⇀ Types)
GreaterThan : (Z× Z) → { ff , tt }

Plus : (Z× Z) → Z
Minus : (Z× Z) → Z

3. Operational semantics

In this section we present the operational semantics of LM in a big-step formulation (as introduced
by Kahn [8]).

Our semantics does not model any error, therefore it describes only successful executions. That is,
for instance, there is no derivation for a program which attempts to add two values where one of
them is not an Int, but a Bool. However, this program will not type check (see the type soundness
property in Section 8).

3.1. Rules

In the semantics, we use the following forms of “evaluates to” judgments:

• Judgments which describe the evaluation of a sequence of instructions. Given: (i) a local en-
vironment env, denoting the values of the local variables, represented by an element of the
Environments set; (ii) a static context ctx, represented by an element of the Contexts set; (iii) a
set of function declarations present in the program D, represented by an element of the Decls
set; such judgments will model the changes in the values of local variables.

env, ctx, D |= instr ⇒I env′

• Judgments which describe how an expression evaluates to a value. The evaluation of an ex-
pression does not influence local variables, therefore the evaluation of an expression does not
yield a new environment.

env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex val

• Judgments which describe how a program consisting of a sequence of function declarations
F1...Fn and expression exp evaluates to a value. A judgment of this kind is called a final
judgment.

|= F1...Fn ; exp ⇒P val

When we refer to any of the above kinds of judgments we will use the symbol ⇒.

Later on, we will use the notion of partial judgment to denote a judgment in which the value on the
right-hand side of ⇒ is unknown. A partial judgment has the form ... |= ... ⇒?.

We use the name premise for each judgment of the form ... |= ... ⇒ ... occurring as an assumption
in a rule. All the other assumptions are called side-conditions. Moreover, whenever in a rule we use a
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sequence of assumptions of dynamic length of the form, for instance, env1, ctx1, D |=I1 ⇒I env1

... envn, ctxn, D |=In ⇒I envn, we will often refer to it as one single assumption.

3.2. Program evaluation rule

The value of a program is defined as the value of its main expression.

∅,>,DeclsVal(F1...Fn) |= exp ⇒ex val

|= F1...Fn ; exp ⇒P val

3.3. Instruction execution rules

The rules for the execution of the instructions are rather straightforward. The only non-trivial case is
the return instruction, which ends the execution of a function body. This termination of execution
is performed by putting the special value > in the environment. As a result, all the instructions con-
taining component instructions (like the compound instruction, if and while), after the execution of
any of its components must verify if it has executed return. Then, depending on this, the compound
instruction terminates its execution, or continues with the execution of the other component.

Assignment to a local variable. The execution of a variable assignment instruction VarName := exp;
changes the value of the variable in the environment.

env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex val

env, ctx, D |= VarName := exp ⇒I env{VarName 7→ val}

Conditional instruction. The execution of a conditional instruction having the form
if exp1 then I1 else I2 end; begins with the evaluation of the condition expression exp1.
Then, depending on the value of exp1, the first or the second rule is used to execute I1 or I2,
respectively.

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex tt env, ctx,D |= I1 ⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= if exp1 then I1 else I2 end⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex ff env, ctx,D |= I2 ⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= if exp1 then I1 else I2 end⇒I env′′

Return instruction. The execution of the return exp; instruction first evaluates the expression
exp, and then returns an environment which contains the special element > and the value val′. This
form of environment enforces the skipping of all further instructions within the same function (see
below the rules for the compound and the while instructions). Notice that the old environment is
completely discarded. This is safe because the execution of a local function is finished, thus the local
variables will not be referenced anymore.

env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex val′

env, ctx, D |= return exp ⇒I (>, val′)
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Compound instruction. The execution of a compound instruction of the form I1;I2 begins
with the execution of the instruction I1, yielding an environment env′. The continuation of the
execution depends on the form of env′. If env′ is not of the form (>, ...) then instruction I2 is
executed (see the first rule). If env′ is of the form (>, ...), that represents the fact that a return
instruction has been executed during the execution of I1, then (according to the second rule) the
instruction I2 is skipped and the same environment env′ is returned. Notice that, in this way, the
special environment propagates upwards in the program tree up to the point of the function call,
preventing all the remaining instructions in the function from being executed.

env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I env′ env′ 6= (>, ...)
env′, ctx,D |= I2 ⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= I1;I2 ⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I env′ env′ = (>, ...)
env, ctx, D |= I1;I2 ⇒I env′

Loop instruction. The execution of the while (exp1) I1 end; loop instruction is described
by the three rules below.

Its execution begins with the evaluation of the condition expression exp1, as specified in the first
premise of each rule. If the value of exp1 is ff , then, according to the first rule, the while instruction
ends. If the value of exp1 is tt then, according to the second premise of the second and third rule,
the instruction I1 is executed. When I1 finishes and the resulting environment is a pair (>, val),
then the while instruction finishes (see the third rule). Otherwise, according to the second rule, the
while instruction is executed once again in the new environment.

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex ff

env, ctx, D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I env

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex tt

env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I env′′ env′′ 6= (>, val)
env′′, ctx,D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I env′′′

env, ctx, D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I env′′′

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex tt

env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I env′′ env′′ = (>, val)

env, ctx, D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I env′′

3.4. Expression evaluation rules

We now introduce the expression evaluation rules.

Local identifier evaluation. The evaluation of a local identifier (a local variable or a function
parameter) returns the value of the given identifier in the present environment env.

val = env(VarName)
env, ctx, D |= VarName ⇒ex val
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Evaluation of binary operations. These evaluation rules are straightforward.

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex val1 env, ctx, D |= exp2 ⇒ex val2 val3 = Plus(val1, val2)
env, ctx, D |= exp1 + exp2 ⇒ex val3

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex val1 env, ctx, D |= exp2 ⇒ex val2 val3 = Minus(val1, val2)
env, ctx, D |= exp1 - exp2 ⇒ex val3

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex val1 env, ctx, D |= exp2 ⇒ex val2 val3 = GreaterThan(val1, val2)
env, ctx, D |= exp1 > exp2 ⇒ex val3

Evaluation of constants. These evaluation rules are straightforward.

env, ctx, D |= true⇒ex tt env, ctx,D |= false⇒ex ff

env, ctx, D |= 0⇒ex 0 env, ctx, D |= 1⇒ex 1 . . .

Function call. Following the rule below, the evaluation process of an expression of the form
funID(exp1, ... , expn) proceeds as follows:

1. According to the first assumption, expressions exp1, ..., expn denoting the actual parameters
of the function are evaluated, and their values denoted as val1, ..., valn.

2. Then, the new environment env′ in which the body of the function will be evaluated is defined
(according to the second and the third assumption). The environment env′ contains the values
assigned to two kinds of local identifiers:
• the names of the function parameters (par1, ..., parn) are determined by using the func-

tion declaration (by FunParams) and mapped to the values of the parameters (val1, ...,
valn);

• the names of the local variables declared within the function body local1, ..., localk (de-
termined using FunLocalsfunID ) are mapped to the initial values of their corresponding
types.

3. Finally (according to the last assumption), in the environment env′ and in the context contain-
ing the information about the function (funID), the body (FunInstrfunID

D ) is evaluated yielding
the environment (>, val′). Notice that it is safe to assume that the resulting environment has
the form (>, val′), which means that a return instruction has been executed.

The value val′ is the result of the function call expression.

env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex val1 ... env, ctx, D |= expn ⇒ex valn

(par1 : T1, ... , parn : Tn) = FunParamsfunID
D (local1 : T 1, ... , localk : T k) = FunLocalsfunID

D

env′ = {par1 7→ val1; ...; parn 7→ valn; local1 7→ InitVal(T 1); ...; localk 7→ InitVal(T k)}
env′, funID , D |= FunInstrfunID

D ⇒I (>, val′)
env, ctx, D |= funID(exp1, ... , expn)⇒ex val′

Each rule in our semantics has a specific structure expressing the sequential nature of the language.
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Property 1. (Sequential ordering of premises)
Within each rule, the components on the left-hand side of the⇒ symbol in each premise are function
of the components present in the left-hand side of ⇒ symbol in all the premises occurring earlier
within the same rule and of the components on the left-hand side of the ⇒ symbol in the conclusion.

As a result, our semantics is sequential. To illustrate this, let us consider the following rule (which
is a simplified version of the compound instruction rule):

env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I env′ env′, ctx,D |= I2 ⇒I env′′

env, ctx, D |= I1;I2 ⇒I env′′

In order to execute an instruction of the form I1;I2 in env, ctx, D, we first need to execute I1 and
then, in the resulting env′, we execute I2 to obtain env′′, which is the result of the execution of
I1;I2.

This property is very similar to the one defined for the L-attributed grammar by Ibraheem and
Schmidt in [7] and explored deeper by Ager in [2].

Moreover, our semantics is also deterministic, in the sense that there do not exist two different
derivation trees for one judgment. This is because for each form of a judgment there is either only
one rule, or if there is more than one rule for a certain kind of judgment, then their form (together
with their side-conditions) ensures that those rules are mutually exclusive. For example, consider the
three rules for the while instruction. All those rules share a premise, which is the evaluation of the
boolean condition. After the common premise, they differ in the side-conditions which depend on
the result of the evaluation of the common premise. The first rule is applicable only if the boolean
condition evaluates to ff , while the two other rules only if the boolean condition evaluates to tt .

3.5. Properties of the big-step semantics rules

We begin with a property enjoyed by the semantics of LM that reflects how the context is manipu-
lated by the rules.

First of all, notice that most of the rules are such that the evaluation of an occurrence of a term t (an
instruction or an expression) is defined by means of the evaluation of its subterms. Moreover, each
evaluation of a subterm is performed in the same context in which t is evaluated. More precisely,
within each rule used to derive the judgment ...ctx... |= t ⇒ ..., in each premise of form ...ctx′... |=
t′ ⇒ ..., if t′ is a subterm of t, then ctx′ = ctx.

The only rule in which the premises contain a term which is not a subterm of the term present in the
conclusion is the function call. It is easy to see that, within this rule, the premise which contains a
term which is not a subterm uses a context which is defined independently from the context used in
the conclusion of the rule.The only case when this context is the same as in the conclusion is the one
of a recursive function call. Moreover, the rules which have new contexts in their premises, as well
as new terms which are not subterms of the terms in the conclusion, are the function call evaluation
and the program evaluation rules only, where the latter generates the first context of the program.
Therefore, we have the following property.

Property 2. (Structure of a derivation)
For each program P and the derivation tree of its final judgment and for each occurrence of a judg-
ment ...ctx... |= t ⇒ ... in the derivation tree such that t is an instruction or an expression, we have
that this judgment occurs in a subtree which starts from a node of the form ...ctx... |= t′ ⇒I ...,
such that t′ is:
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• either the body of the function in which t occurs,

• or the main expression of the program in which t occurs.

We state another property of the semantics which says informally that if the evaluation of a function
body terminates, then it terminates with an environment containing its value.

Property 3. (Function body evaluation)
For each environment env, context ctx, declarations D and function identifier funID , if we have:

env, ctx, D |= FunInstrfunID
D ⇒I env′

for some env′, then env′ is a pair of the form (>, val), for some value val.

In order to prove this, it is enough to see how a derivation tree for FunInstrfunID
D looks like. First

recall that FunInstrfunID
D is a compound instruction of the form I; return vI;, where vI =

InitVal(RetTypefunID
D ). Recall also that the semantics of the compound instruction has two cases.

In the first case, when the execution of I returns an environment of the form (>, val), the same
environment is the result of the whole function body. In the second case, when the result of the ex-
ecution of I has a different form, then the result of the whole function body is equal to the result of
the execution of return vI;, which is (>, vI). This concludes the proof.

4. Type checking rules

In this section we introduce the typing rules.

4.1. Judgments

The type checking rules in LM are used to derive judgments of the following kinds (in the judgments,
ctx is an element of the set Contexts, D is an element of the set Decls and T is either type Int or
type Bool).

A declaration of a function is type safe. This judgment says that a function declaration funDecl is
type safe in a program containing the function declarations represented by D.

D D̀ funDecl : OK

An instruction is type safe. This judgment says that an instruction is type safe within the context
ctx of the function in which it occurs.

ctx, D Ì I : OK

By knowing the context, we have the information about the types of the identifiers, as defined
by the function IdTypesD(ctx).

An expression is type safe and has a type T . This judgment says that within the context ctx of a
function, an expression exp is type safe and has type T .

ctx, D èx exp : T
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A program is type safe. This judgment says that a program consisting of a series of function dec-
larations F1, ..., Fn and a main expression E is type safe and has type T .

P̀ F1;F2; ...Fn;E : T

Similarly as for the operational semantics rules, we use two different names for all the assumptions
occurring in the type checking rules. We use the name premise for each judgment of the form ... `∗
..., where `∗ is one of the symbols Ì , D̀ , èx. All the other assumptions are called side-conditions.

4.2. Type checking of program and function declarations

Type checking of a program. According to the rule, a program is type safe if all function
declarations occurring in it are type safe, as well as its main expression. Additionally, this rule also
verifies that all the function identifiers are distinct (see the definition of DeclsVal ).

D = DeclsV al(F1...Fn) D D̀ F1 : OK ... D D̀ Fn : OK >, D èx exp : T

P̀ F1;F2; ...Fn; exp : T

4.2.1. Type checking of a function declaration

According to the rule, a declaration of a function funID is type safe if the following conditions are
met:

• In the context of the declared function, the instructions in its body are type safe.

• The names of the function parameters are different from the names of the local variables.

• The names of the function parameters are distinct, as well as the names of the local variables.

funID , D Ì I :OK {v1, ..., vk}∩{par1, ..., parn}=∅ ∀i,j(pari =parj ∨ vi =vj) ⇒ i=j

D D̀ T 1 funID (par1:T1; ...; parn:Tn) v1:Tv1..., vk:Tvk begin I end : OK

4.3. Type checking of instructions

In this section we present the rules which are used to verify if the instructions are type safe.

Type checking of an assignment. An assignment instruction of the form VarName := exp
is type safe if the assigned expression exp has the type IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName). We recall that
IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName) denotes the type occurring in the declaration of variable VarName in
the context ctx.

ctx, D èx exp : IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName)
ctx, D Ì VarName := exp : OK
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Type checking of a compound instruction. A compound instruction I1;I2 is type safe in a
context ctx if both I1 and I2 are type safe in the context ctx.

ctx, D Ì I1 : OK ctx,D Ì I2 : OK

ctx, D Ì I1;I2 : OK

Type checking of a conditional instruction. A conditional instruction having the form
if exp1 then I1 else I2 end is type safe in context ctx if the following conditions are met:

• Expression exp1 (denoting the logical condition) has type Bool.

• Instructions I1 and I2 are both type safe.

ctx, D èx exp1 : Bool ctx, D Ì I1 : OK ctx,D Ì I2 : OK

ctx, D Ì if exp1 then I1 else I2 end : OK

Type checking of a loop instruction. A loop instruction of the form while (exp1) I1 end
is type safe if the condition exp1 has type Bool and the instruction I1 is type safe .

ctx, D èx exp1 : Bool ctx, D Ì I1 : OK

ctx, D Ì while (exp1) I1 end : OK

Type checking of a return instruction. The return instruction in a function is type safe if
the returned expression exp has the same type of the return type of the function.

funID , D èx exp : RetTypefunID
D

funID , D Ì return exp : OK

4.4. Type checking of expressions

Type checking of an identifier.

ctx, D èx VarName : IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName)

Type checking of constants.

ctx, D èx true : Bool ctx, D èx false : Bool ctx, D èx 0 : Int ctx, D èx 1 : Int . . .

Type checking of binary operators.

ctx, D èx exp1 : Int ctx, D èx exp2 : Int

ctx, D èx exp1 + exp2 : Int

ctx, D èx exp1 : Int ctx, D èx exp2 : Int

ctx, D èx exp1 - exp2 : Int

ctx, D èx exp1 : Int ctx, D èx exp2 : Int

ctx, D èx exp1 > exp2 : Bool
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Type checking of a function call expression. According to the rule, a function call expression
of the form funID(exp1, ..., expn) has type RetTypefunID

D if the following conditions are met:

• The declaration of the function funID contains the declaration of parameters with types T 1, ..., Tn.

• Each of the expressions exp1, ..., expn, denoting the values of the function parameters, has the
corresponding type T 1, ..., Tn.

(par1:T 1, ..., parn:Tn) = FunParamsfunID
D

ctx, D èx exp1 : T 1 ... ctx,D èx expn : Tn

ctx, D èx funID(exp1, ..., expn) : RetTypefunID
D

4.5. Properties of the type system

In this section we present two properties of the structure of a typing derivation.

Notice that each rule typing a term t is syntax driven, which means that:

• Each premise of the rule has the form the term t′ is typeable, where t′ is a subterm of t.

• All premises of the rule contain different subterms of t and if a subterm t′ is syntactically equal
to a subterm t′′, then these are different occurences of the same term; this implies that a term
occurring in a premise is never a subterm of a term occurring in another premise.

• Each subterm of t occurs in exactly one premise of the rule.

The type system enjoys, in fact, the following property.

Property 4. (Syntax-driven type checking)
For each program P such that P̀ P : OK, and each occurrence of an instruction I in P , the
derivation tree of P̀ P : OK contains exactly one judgment of the form ctx, D èx I : T , for some
ctx, D. Similarly, for each occurence of an expression exp in P , the derivation tree of P̀ P : OK
contains exactly one judgment of the form ctx, D èx exp : T , for some ctx, D.

From now on, for each program P such that P̀ P : OK and each expression exp or instruction
I occurring within, we will use the notion of type checking context of an expression exp or an
instruction I to denote the context ctx in a judgment of the form ctx, D Ì I : OK or ctx, D Ì
exp : T occurring within the derivation of P̀ P : OK. Since all type checking rules are syntax
driven, we know that there is exactly one such judgment for each occurrence of a subterm in the
program.

Additionally, notice that each rule used to derive a judgment of the form ctx, D Ì I : OK, or
ctx, D èx exp : T uses in all its premises the same context ctx. As a result, we know that each
judgment for an instruction I or an expression exp contains the same context as the one present
in the judgment saying that the function containing I or exp is type safe. Therefore, the following
property holds.

Property 5. (Type checking context of instructions and expressions)
Every judgment of the form ctx, D èx exp : T or ctx, D Ì I : OK occurring in the derivation tree
of a judgment P̀ P : OK is either contained within a subtree rooted with a judgment of the form
D D̀ fun : OK and:

• exp (resp. I) occurs within the body of fun and
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• ctx occurs in the premise of the rule to prove the judgment D D̀ fun : OK (see Section
4.2.1),

or exp (resp. I) occurs within the main expression of P and ctx = >.

5. The classical big-step semantics approach to type safety

We discussed in the introduction the drawbacks of the classical formulation of type soundness with
big-step semantics. To better understand why such a formulation does not capture all the problems,
we present the following example.

Consider a wrong typing rule for if instruction (see Section 4 for the correct version):

ctx, D Ì I1 : OK ctx,D Ì I2 : OK

ctx, D Ì if exp1 then I1 else I2 end : OK

This rule does not verify that the type of the condition expression is Bool. As a result, a program
which uses an integer expression as condition will pass the type checking correctly. However, such a
program will get stuck when reaching the point of evaluation of this condition, because the evaluation
rules for the if instruction requires this condition to evaluate to tt or ff .

Nevertheless, the typical type soundness statement "If the program terminates, then it does so with a
correct value" still holds even in the presence of the wrong rule.

This example hints that the classical notion of type soundness is not strong enough, because, as
pointed out in the introduction, properties that concern the intermediate configurations that may
emerge in the course of a program evaluation are disregarded by the classical approach. Therefore, it
is more difficult to express the subject reduction and the type soundness of a language with a big-step
operational semantics.

These issues can be solved partially by adding special values representing the notion of getting stuck
and by adding rules which propagate such special values in the evaluation process (like in [3]). Then,
the fact of getting stuck is modelled by the reduction of a program to a special value. However, this
approach requires additional artificial rules, which often means doubling the number of rules in the
semantics. Moreover, it cannot be verified easily if the special values and the additional rules cover
all the cases in which the program may get stuck during its execution.

These problems have already been pointed out in the literature and there exist some proposals of
solutions in [10, 7, 2, 6, 13]. The first two use a co-inductive interpretation of the big-step style
semantics in order to formalize the notion of non-termination of a program. However, this also
requires additional rules and uses a less intuitive interpretation of the semantics. We shall discuss the
last three ones after having introduced our approach, in Section 6.4. In particular, the solution in [2]
is in many respects similar to ours.

6. A novel approach to type safety

To overcome the limitations of the big-step semantics classical approach, we have developed a new
approach to modelling type safety. It exploits the sequentiality of the rules (see Section 3) to discover
the sequence of intermediate steps of a program execution inside the derivation tree of the program,
in order to model infinite executions and to formulate statements concerning a program getting stuck,
without adding special values and rules to the semantics.
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6.1. Evaluation by a derivation-search algorithm

If we take a closer look at the shape of the LM semantics rules (that endows sequentiality as well
as determinism, as shown in Section 3), therefore at the shape of derivation trees, it is easy to see
that there exists a greedy derivation-search partial algorithm. By derivation-search algorithm we
understand an algorithm which, given a partial judgment of the form env, ctx, D |= E ⇒ex?, checks
if there exists a value val, such that env, ctx, D |= E ⇒ex val is derivable. The algorithm computes
val, together with the derivation tree for the judgment.

The fact that the algorithm is partial means that if the program terminates (i.e., if there exists a
derivation tree for the partial judgment of the form ... |= E ⇒ex val) then the algorithm will find the
derivation tree and the value val. Otherwise the algorithm may loop.

Furthermore, this algorithm computes all the intermediate steps (as a sequence of program configu-
rations), therefore it mimics the execution of a program. Hence, if the execution of the program is
infinite, the execution of the derivation-search algorithm is also infinite.

As a result, the analysis of the sequences of program configurations (called later traces, see Sec-
tion 6.3) will allow us to state and prove properties concerning program non-termination and to
analyze the process of getting stuck, by formulating statements of the form “a program gets stuck in
a certain configuration”. In particular, we will be able to state and prove a subject reduction property
(see Section 7), saying that all sequences of program configurations of a type-safe program are type
safe, and to state and prove the type soundness of LM, by showing that a type-safe program will not
get stuck.

6.2. The derivation-search algorithm

The question answered by the big-step operational semantics is "does a program terminate and, if
it does, with what value?" More precisely, the semantics is used to build a derivation for partial
judgments of the form ... |= E ⇒ex? and to find the value of ?.

There exists a partial deterministic greedy algorithm which finds the answer to the question above.
This algorithm, given a program which terminates, builds a derivation tree for such a judgment by
recursively constructing its subtrees. The algorithm is implemented as a recursive procedure (from
now on, we will use the terms “algorithm” and “procedure” interchangeably). The algorithm takes as
a parameter a partial judgment of the form X |= Y ⇒ ?, where ⇒ is one of the following symbols
{⇒I ,⇒ex,⇒P } and X , Y are given. If there exists Z such that X |= Y ⇒ Z has a derivation tree,
then the procedure finds this Z, together with the derivation tree for that judgment.

The algorithm starts from the partial judgment saying that the program evaluates to an unknown
value. Recursively, for each partial judgment, it chooses the applicable rule (or set of rules), which
can be used to derive that kind of judgment. Notice that for most kinds of judgments there exists
only one rule which can be used to derive such a judgment, which makes this choice obvious. Then,
if a rule is available, the algorithm traverses all the premises of that rule (which are ordered sequen-
tially, as said in Section 3). For each premise, a partial judgment is calculated and, for each partial
judgment, the algorithm recursively calls itself in order to find the value of the ? occurring in that
partial judgment and to build the derivation tree for that premise.

Recall that in each rule the first premise of the form ...env1... |= t ⇒ (..., env2, ...) is the one in
which env1 = env. Moreover, each premise after the first one uses, on the left-hand side of the |=
symbol, the environment which functionally depends on the environments and the values occurring
in the previous premises and the resulting environment of the conclusion judgment of the rule is a
function of the resulting environment of the last premise.
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Once the premises are ordered, we execute recursively the algorithm for those premises. If the recur-
sive execution of the algorithm returns with the derivation tree and the value of the environment used
on the left-hand side of a given premise, then this environment is used, in turn, to execute the algo-
rithm for the next premise. If the algorithm finds the derivation tree and the resulting environment
for the last premise of the target rule, then it returns the tree for the target rule, with the resulting
environment of the last premise used as the resulting environment of the conclusion of the rule. The
algorithm terminates thanks to rules which have no premises, even though those can contain some
side-conditions.

The only case left which needs additional treatment is the one in which the algorithm is executed for a
judgment that can be derived using more than one rule. There exist three different forms of judgments
derivable using more than one rule: the compound, if and while instructions. The algorithm deals
with that three cases in the following way:

• Judgments of the form (..., ..., ...) |= I1 ; I2 ⇒I? can be derived using two rules. However,
when we order the premises of both of those rules, we can see that they begin with an iden-
tical premise, concerning the I1 instruction. Therefore, the procedure is executed recursively
for that first premise, postponing the choice of the rule. Then, when this recursive call for I1

returns with the value of the value of local environment, the procedure chooses the appropriate
rule using the value of the returned environment. This choice can be performed deterministi-
cally using the mutually exclusive conditions occurring within those rules (checking whether
env′ = (>, val) or not).

• Judgments of the form (..., ..., ...) |= if (exp) then ... ⇒I? can be also derived using two
rules and the procedure deals with them similarly as with a compound instruction. Both of
the applicable rules begin with the same premise, concerning the condition expression exp.
Therefore, the algorithm executes on the first premise. Once this recursive call terminates,
depending on the returned value (whether it is tt or ff ) and the mutually exclusive conditions,
the algorithm chooses the appropriate rule.

• Judgments of the form (..., ..., ...) |= while (exp) I1 end ⇒I?, can be derived using three
rules, however we can deal with them as in the previous cases. Using twice the technique of
delaying the choice of the rule until a certain premise is evaluated, the algorithm limits the set
of applicable rules until only one rule is left.
First of all, notice that all three rules applicable begin with the same premise, concerning the
evaluation of the logical expression exp. Therefore, the algorithm begins with the recursive
call evaluating the expression exp. When the recursive call finishes and this expression was
evaluated to ff , then the first rule is applied. If the expression was evaluated to tt , then we
still have the second and third rule to choose from. However, those two rules also share the
second premise. Therefore the algorithm delays further the choice between those two rules and
executes itself recursively for the second (common) premise to evaluate the instruction. Then,
when the recursive call terminates and returns the environment, the algorithm chooses the
appropriate rule using the condition referring to the environment (whether env′′ = (>, val)
or not).

We present a detailed definition of the algorithm using pseudo-code. For simplicity, in this definition
we do not build the derivation tree itself. This procedure just checks whether such a derivation exists
for a partial judgment .... |= t ⇒?, and, if it exists, then it also calculates the value of ? in the partial
judgment2

2All the judgments in the procedure are in fact partial judgments, therefore we have decided to skip the ?.
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Notice that the form of a partial judgment determines whether it describes an evaluation process of
an expression, an instruction, a declaration or a program (depending on whether ⇒ is either ⇒ex or
⇒I ). Therefore, to obtain a more intuitive and readable presentation, we have split the derivation pro-
cedure into three procedures, SearchE, SearchI and SearchP, responsible for expressions, instruc-
tions and programs, respectively. Moreover, each occurrence of the recursive call to the derivation-
search procedure has been replaced with a call to one of the mentioned procedures. The procedure
to be called at each point depends on the form of the argument of such a recursive call. Finally, the
execution of the program is defined by the execution of the procedure SearchP(F1; ...Fn;E ⇒P ).

A full definition of the derivation-search procedure written in pseudo-code is given in Figures 5, 6
and 7. This code contains keywords which are parts of the derivation-search procedure in pseudo-
code, and also keywords and operators which are parts of the terms written in LM (which serve as
values in the program in pseudo-code, and as patterns in pattern-matching). Therefore, to distinguish,
we use underline to denote keywords in the pseudo-code (like procedure, case) and normal text
for the code in LM. In most of the pseudo-code we exploit the pattern matching technique. We use
it in the case statements, as well as in the assignments :=. As usual (like in SML[11]), we assume
that if the value does not match any pattern, then the program fails with an error.

Procedures SearchE, SearchI, SearchP work in the following way:

• First, the pattern matching on the syntactical form of the partial judgment is performed (via
the main case switch of each procedure) to choose the appropriate rule.

• Then, for each form of judgment, the premises of the rule are processed from left to right.

• In most cases, when there is only one rule possible for the judgment, the sequence of the in-
structions within the appropriate branch of the case contains one instruction per each premise
of the rule.

• In the case of more than one applicable rule (for the three cases described above), the pro-
cedures first evaluate the premises which can be evaluated without the choice of a rule, and
then the procedures choose the appropriate rule and continue with the evaluation of the other
premises.

The following property holds for the algorithm.

Property 6. (Soundness and completeness of the algorithm)
For each program P , the following statements are equivalent:

• There exists a derivation tree for the judgment |= P ⇒P val.

• The derivation-search algorithm SearchP( |= P ⇒P ) terminates and returns the value val.

This property can be easily verified, because the derivation tree can be transformed in a straight-
forward way into the structure of the recursive calls of the derivation-search procedure and vice
versa.

Similarly, for each program which has an infinite execution, this procedure will loop, too.

The derivation-search algorithm models the the execution of a program, together with its intermedi-
ate steps. Therefore we say that the instruction I1 executes the instruction I2, if during the activation
of the algorithm for a partial judgment of the form ... |= I1 ⇒I?, the algorithm was activated for
a partial judgment ... |= I2 ⇒I?. Similarly, we say that during the execution of program P , an in-
struction I was executed in an environment env, if the procedure was called for the partial judgment
..., env, ... |= I ⇒I?.

The detailed definition of the execution process based on this algorithm is present in Section 6.3.
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procedure searchI(j)
case j of
env, ctx, D |= VarName:=exp ⇒I:

val := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex);
res := env{VarName 7→ val};

env, ctx, D |= if exp1 then I1 else I2 end ⇒I:
val := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex);
case val of tt :(env′′) := SearchI(env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I);

ff : (env′′) := SearchI(env, ctx, D |= I2 ⇒I);
endcase;
res := env′′;

env, ctx, D |= return exp ⇒I:
val′ := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex);
res := (>, val′);

env, ctx, D |= I1;I2 ⇒I:
env′ := SearchI(env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I);
case env′ of (>, x):res := env′;

else: res := SearchI(env′, ctx,D |= I2 ⇒I);
endcase;

env, ctx, D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I:
v := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex);
case v of ff :res := env;

tt : env′′ := SearchI(env, ctx, D |= I1 ⇒I);
case env′′ of (>, val):res := env′′;

else: res := SearchI(env′′, ctx,D |= while (exp1) I1 end ⇒I);
endcase;

endcase;
endcase;
return res;

endprocedure

Figure 5. The derivation-search procedure for instructions
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procedure searchE(j)
case j of
env, ctx, D |= true ⇒ex: res := tt ;
env, ctx, D |= false ⇒ex: res := ff ;
env, ctx, D |= VarName ⇒ex: res := env(VarName);
env, ctx, D |= exp1 + exp2 ⇒ex: val1 := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex);

val2 := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp2 ⇒ex);
res := Plus(val1, val2) ;

env, ctx, D |= exp1 > exp2 ⇒ex: val1 := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp1 ⇒ex);
val2 := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= exp2 ⇒ex);
res := GreaterThan(val1, val2) ;

env, ctx, D |= funID(exp1, ..., expn)⇒ex:
for i := 1 to n do

vali := SearchE(env, ctx, D |= expi ⇒ex);
(par1 : T1, ..., parn : Tn) := FunParams funID

D ;
(local1 : T 1, ..., localk : T k) := FunLocals funID

D ;
env′ := {par1 7→ val1; ...; parn 7→ valn; local1 7→ InitVal(T 1); ...; localk 7→ InitVal(T k)};
(>, val) := SearchI(env′, funID , D |= FunInstr funID

D ⇒I);
res := val;

endcase;
return res;

endprocedure

Figure 6. The derivation-search procedure for expressions

procedure SearchP(j)
case j of
|=
−→
F ;E ⇒P : D := DeclsVal(

−→
F ) ;

res := SearchE(∅,>, D |= E ⇒ex) ;
endcase;
return res;

endprocedure

Figure 7. The derivation-search procedure for programs
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We state now a property enjoyed by the semantics and the type system of LM. This property reflects
the correspondence between: (i) the context in which an expression or an instruction is evaluated;
and (ii) the context in which the type checking of an instruction is performed.

Property 7. (Context consistency)
For each type-safe program P and for each activation of the procedure occurring during the execu-
tion of the derivation-search algorithm for P such that the parameter of this activation is a partial
judgment of the form ...ctx... |= t ⇒?, where ⇒∈ {⇒I ,⇒ex}, we have that the context ctx is a
type checking context of the expression or instruction t (see the definition in Section 4).

To prove this property, we first recall Property 2. This property seen in terms of the derivation-search
algorithm can be formulated as follows: When the algorithm is executed for a partial judgment of the
form ... |= t ⇒? (where t is an instruction or an expression), this is initiated (directly or indirectly)
by the execution of the call for the partial judgement of the function body or of the main expression
in which t occurs, and the partial judgment of t uses the same context in which the function body or
the main expression is evaluated.

Then consider Property 5, which says that the type checking context of an instruction or an expres-
sion is a type checking context of the function body or of the main expression in which it occurs.

Notice also that the context used to type check the body of the function is the same context used to
execute the body of that function.

All the three above facts proves the context consistency property.

6.3. Execution traces

Using the definition of the derivation-search algorithm, we define the notion of execution trace, or
trace for short. A trace is a sequence (finite or infinite) of program configurations, which represents
the execution of the program.

Each program configuration represents a step of the program execution. It contains the values of the
local variables, stored in an environment, the information about the function or main expression that
is currently executed, represented by a context, and which subterm of the body or of the expression
is being evaluated. A configuration has one of the following forms:

• a tuple of an environment env, a context ctx and a set of function declarations D.

• a tuple of an environment env, a context ctx, a value val, an expression e and a set of function
declarations D.

• a tuple of a value val, an expression e and a set of function declarations D.

• the empty set.

We will say that a configuration C1 is a subconfiguration of a configuration C2 if C1 = (env, ctx, D)
and C2 = (env, ctx, val, exp, D), or C1 = (val, exp,D) and C2 = (env, ctx, val, exp, D).

The execution trace of a program is a sequence of program configurations built according to the
extension of the derivation-search algorithm described in the following. A variable tr is declared,
initially equal to an empty sequence of program configurations. Then the algorithm adds two pro-
gram configurations to the tail of the sequence tr (by the operation tr.add(...)). One configu-
ration, said opening configuration, is added to tr at the beginning of the execution of the call for a
certain rule. This configuration contains the information about the state of the program before the
rule is applied and therefore it is constructed from the information present on the left-hand side of
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the partial judgment supplied to the procedure call as an argument. The second configuration, called
closing configuration, is added to tr at the end of the call, i.e., at the moment when the algorithm
finds the value of ? in X |= Y ⇒ ?. The closing configuration is built from the value of ? and from
X . We use in the closing configuration those components of X which have not been modified by
the evaluation of the judgment, thus are not part of ?. For example, the expression evaluation judg-
ment X |= exp ⇒ex ? does not contain a new environment on the right-hand side of ⇒ex, therefore
the closing configuration for this expression uses the environment occurring in X . Notice that this
environment occurs also in the opening configuration added by this call.

In the trace being generated, between an opening configuration and a matching closing configuration,
there are the configurations generated by the nested activations of the procedure. An example of a
trace and its construction process is shown in Figure 10.

The form of the opening and closing configurations depends on the judgment which was the argu-
ment of the derivation-search procedure. Figure 8 shows which form of program configuration is
used as opening and closing configurations for each form of judgment.

judgment opening configuration closing configuration
env, ctx, D |= instr ⇒I env′ (env, ctx, D) (env′, ctx,D)
env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex val (env, ctx, D) (env, ctx, val, exp,D)

|=
−→
F ; exp ⇒P val ∅ (val, exp,D)

Figure 8. Program configurations

The extended version of the derivation-search algorithm is shown in Figure 9.

We will use the notion of opening configuration of the term t or closing configuration of the term t
to denote the opening or closing configuration added to the trace by the recursive call which has as
its argument a partial judgment of the form ... |= t ⇒?. We use this notion in cases when it is clear
from the context what the exact form of the judgment is.

We will also use the notion of enclosing call of a configuration C to denote the activation of the
procedure which called the procedure which, in turn, added the configuration C to the trace. We
also use the notion of enclosing judgment of the configuration C to denote the judgment being the
parameter of the enclosing call.

Finally, depending on the behavior of the derivation-search algorithm, we have one of the following
situations:

• When the algorithm terminates its execution (either successfully, or because of an error), then
the value of the variable tr at the end of its execution is the trace of the program.

• When the algorithm has an infinite execution, then the program trace is an infinite sequence
understood as the lowest upper bound of the sequence tr.

Informally, we say that a program terminates successfully when the evaluation of the main expression
E of the program terminates.

Formally, there are three definitions of the notion of a program terminating successfully (it is easy to
see that those are equivalent):
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1. The trace contains the closing configuration generated by the first call of the derivation-search
algorithm, which is the one responsible for the evaluation of the program. In such a case, this
closing configuration is the last one in the trace.

2. A final judgment |= F1; ...;Fn;E ⇒P val can be derived for some value val.
3. The numbers of closing and opening configurations in the trace are equal.

6.4. Comparison with previous work

Our approach is in many respects similar to that of Ager [2], which presents how to translate any
big-step semantics into a stack machine. Our solution does not use a stack machine, but it is based
on recursive procedure calls.

However, the most important difference is that Ager’s general approach generates a non-deterministic
machine for each language, containing some form of judgment for which there exists more than one
rule in semantics. On the other hand, even though LM’s semantics contains a few judgments deriv-
able using more than one rule, like if and while, our approach is still deterministic. This is due to
the strategy of delaying the choice of the appropriate rule after some parts of it are evaluated. For
example, in the case of if, we first evaluate the premise which is common to both of those rules,
and choose the appropriate rule basing on the result of that evaluation.

We believe that our technique can be applied to all languages, except to those languages with inher-
ently non-deterministic semantics, such as some process algebras, where it is not possible to state
conditions for choosing among alternative rules. If a language is not inherently non-deterministic,
it would suffice to formulate for it a big-step semantics in which alternative rules are selected by
delaying the choice of the rule to be applied according to the result of the evaluation of common
premises, as we do for our compound, conditional and loop instructions. A further step in studying
our approach will be to state a meta-theory for formalizing such intuitions.

There are other works centered on the idea of tracing the intermediate steps of a program execution,
in particular there is [6], which uses the concept of partial proof semantics, representing steps of exe-
cution using proofs with logical variables and subgoals and introducing a proof-theoretic expression
of the absence of runtime type-related errors, and [13], which exploits an incremental construction
of the execution tree (using a meta-language to build it),which may turn out incomplete if a program
on a certain input gets stuck. However, it is not clear how these two solutions can deal with a lan-
guage with constructs whose semantics has alternative rules to choose from, which is the same limit
of Ager’s approach.

7. Subject reduction

Using the derivation-search algorithm (see Section 6.2) and the program traces (see Section 6.3), we
can formulate and prove the subject reduction property for LM, which states that each configuration
in a trace of a type-safe program is type safe.

7.1. Preliminary definitions

7.1.1. Type safety of an environment

We say that an environment env is type safe with respect to a context ctx and declarations D, if one
of the following conditions holds:
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• The environment env is a function from identifier to values, its domain is equal to the do-
main of IdTypesD(ctx) and for each var ∈ Dom(env) we have that ValType(env(var)) =
IdTypesD(ctx)(var).

• The environment env is a pair of the form (>, val), such that ctx = funID and ValType(val) =
RetTypefunID

D .

7.1.2. Type safety of a configuration

We say that a configuration C is type safe if one of the following conditions holds:

• The configuration C has the form (env, ctx, D) and the environment env is type safe with
respect to the context ctx and declarations D.

• The configuration C has the form (env, ctx, val, exp, D) and:
– the environment env is type safe with respect to the context ctx and declarations D;
– the value val is type safe with respect to exp, ctx and D, which means that ValType(val) =

T1 such that ctx, D èx exp : T1.
• The configuration C has the form (val, exp,D) and:

– the value val is type safe with respect to exp, ctx and D.
• The configuration C has the form ∅.

It is easy to see that if C2 is type safe and C1 is a subconfiguration of C2, then C1 is also type safe.

7.2. Subject reduction formulation

The subject reduction property of LM is formulated as follows.

Property 8. (Subject reduction)
For each type-safe program and a trace built by the derivation-search algorithm for that program,
each configuration occurring in the trace is type safe.

In other words, the subject reduction property says that during the evaluation of a type-safe program
(which is equivalent to the execution of the derivation-search procedure, cf. Property 6), all the local
environments and all the values computed are type safe.

7.3. Subject reduction proof

The type safety of an opening configuration depends on the enclosing call of that configuration (see
the definition in Section 6.3), because an opening configuration is completely determined by the
components of the partial judgment passed as a parameter to the call of the procedure that adds the
opening configuration to the trace.

Instead, each closing configuration C, added by an activation a of the procedure, is calculated and
determined by a, or partially calculated by the recursive calls performed by a, before this configura-
tion is added to the trace.

The proof is by induction on the sequence of configurations in a trace. We proceed by cases on the
form of the judgment and the rule/call to evaluate it and we prove that:

• the opening configurations added by all the recursive calls induced by this call3 are type safe,
3This call plays the role of the enclosing call.
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and

• the closing configuration (if any, since a recursive call might loop infinitely) added by this call
is type safe;

under the induction hypothesis that all the configurations added to the trace before are type safe.

no enclosing call (base case). There is one opening configuration in each trace for which there is
no enclosing call (see the definition in Section 6.3). This configuration is the one added to the
trace by the top-level call to the procedure, which has the program judgment as its parameter.
It is always the first configuration in each trace and it has the form ∅, which is type safe.

program evaluation. The opening configuration added by the recursive call for the program evalu-
ation has the form ∅,>, D. To prove that this configuration is type safe, we have to verify if the
environment is type safe. The domain of an empty environment is empty, while IdTypesD(>)
is also an empty set, therefore those domains coincide. Furthermore, the environment has no
elements to be verified, therefore it is type safe with respect to the context.
The corresponding closing configuration, added to the trace by the program evaluation call,
has the form val, exp,D and it is a subconfiguration of the closing configuration added to the
trace by the recursive call evaluating the main expression judgment, therefore it is type safe by
induction hypothesis.

assignment to a local variable. This rule contains one recursive call (responsible for the evaluation
of the expression assigned) and the opening configuration of this judgment is the same as the
opening configuration of the enclosing call. Therefore, by induction, this configuration is type
safe.
This rule generates a closing configuration, which is constructed from the subconfiguration
of the closing configuration generated by the evaluation of the assigned expression exp. The
new closing configuration is generated from the mentioned subconfiguration by modifying
the environment with respect to VarName. Therefore, since the closing configuration of
the recursive call is type safe, we only have to show that assignment of val to VarName
in the new environment will maintain the type safety of that configuration. Since the clos-
ing configuration of the recursive call (evaluating val from exp) is type safe by induction,
we know that ValType(val) is equal to the static type of exp. Moreover, since the assign-
ment is type safe, we know that exp : IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName). Therefore we know that
ValType(val) = IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName).

if instruction. This judgment has two rules. Each of those two rules have two premises, therefore
two recursive calls:

• The first one is responsible for the evaluation of the boolean condition. This call adds
the same opening configuration as the opening configuration of the whole if instruction,
therefore it is type safe by induction.

• The second one, in both rules, is responsible for the execution of the instructions in the
then or else branch. The opening configuration of the second call is a subconfiguration
of the closing one of the first recursive call (which is added earlier in the trace), so it is
type safe by induction.

Both of those rules use as their closing configurations the closing configuration of their second
recursive call. Therefore by induction such configurations are type safe.

return instruction. It has one recursive call, which has an opening configuration equal to the open-
ing configuration of the enclosing call, so it is type safe by induction.
This rule generates a closing configuration constructed from the elements of the closing config-
uration (denoted as C) of the only recursive call (responsible for evaluation of the expression
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to be returned). The closing configuration of a return instruction contains a new environment
of the form (>, val). Therefore we have to prove that the value val used in the environment
fulfills all the necessary conditions.
The value val occurs in the configuration C. Therefore by the type safety of this configura-
tion we know that ValType(val) is the type of exp. Moreover, by the fact that this return
instruction is type safe, we know that exp : RetTypectx

D . As a result, we know that the type
ValType(val) is equal to RetTypectx

D , which concludes the proof for this case.

compound instruction. It has two recursive calls. The first one has the same opening configuration
as the enclosing call, which has been added earlier in the trace, so it is type safe by induction.
The second recursive call (present only in the first rule) supplies the opening configuration,
which is equal to the closing configuration of the first call, which has been also added in the
trace earlier, so is type safe by induction.
The closing configuration added by the evaluation of the compound instruction depends on
the rule used. The first rule uses the closing configuration of the second recursive call, while
the second one uses the closing configuration of the first recursive call. In both cases this is a
closing configuration which already has been added to the trace, so it is type safe by induction.

expression evaluation. It has one recursive call with the same opening configuration as the enclos-
ing call, so it is also type safe.
The evaluation of that judgment generates a closing configuration which is a subconfiguration
of the closing configuration of the recursive call, therefore this one is also type safe.

while instruction. It has three recursive calls. The first recursive call evaluates the boolean ex-
pression and uses the same opening configuration as the enclosing call, so is type safe by
induction. Then, if that expression evaluated to tt then the second recursive call, responsible
for the execution of the instruction of the loop, is executed. This second recursive call uses as
its opening configuration the one which is a subconfiguration of the closing configuration of
the first call, so it is also type safe by induction. Then, if that instruction has not executed a
return instruction (therefore the environment does not contain the symbol >), then the third
recursive call is executed, which repeats the execution of the loop. That call, however, has an
opening configuration which is equal to the closing configuration of the second call, so this
configuration is type safe by induction.
All of the rules for while instruction generate a closing configuration which is either equal,
or is a subconfiguration of a closing configuration of the last recursive call. Therefore in every
case such a closing configuration is also type safe.

constant. There are four constants: true, false, 0 and 1. The evaluation of each of those does not
perform any recursive calls, therefore it never plays the role of an enclosing call and so there
is no opening configuration to be considered.
The evaluation of each of those constants generates a closing configuration which is built
from the opening configuration of the same call (which is type safe by induction), with the
addition of a value val and an expression exp. Therefore we just have to show that val is
type safe with respect to ctx, exp and D. However, it is easy to see that ValType(v), for
v ∈ {true, false, 0, 1} is equal to the type of each of those expressions.

local identifier. The evaluation of such expressions does not perform any recursive calls, therefore
it never plays the role of an enclosing call.
The closing configuration generated for such a judgment is the environment of the opening
configuration, which is type safe by induction. We have just to show that the returned val,
which is the value of env for the given identifier, has a type. In fact, by the type safety of the
opening configuration, we know that ValType(env(VarName)) is equal to IdTypesD(ctx)(VarName).
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function call. The evaluation of a function call performs a sequence of calls responsible for the
evaluation of the parameter values and a call evaluating the body of the function.
The recursive calls responsible for the evaluation of the parameter values use the opening
configuration of the function call, thus they are type safe by induction.
The only non-trivial case is the last recursive call, which is the call evaluating the instructions
of the function body in the new environment env′ constructed in this rule. This is non triv-
ial since the environment here is a function constructed from scratch, therefore we have to
prove that it is type safe. In order to prove that env′ (which is a function, not a pair of the
form (>, val)) is type safe with respect to the context funID , first we have to show that its
domain matches the definition of environment type safety, and then that its values fulfill all the
requirements.
The domain of the environment env′ is constructed from two parts: FunParamsfunID

D and
FunLocalsfunID

D . Therefore, the domain of env′ is equal to the domain of the IdTypesD(funID)
(see the definition of IdTypes in Section 3). As a result, the domain fulfills the requirements
of type safety.
The values of variables in env′ also fulfill the conditions of type safety, because:

• The local variables are assigned with initial values, therefore they are trivially type safe.
• The function parameters are assigned with val1, ..., valn, which are the respective

values of the expressions exp1, ..., expn calculated by the recursive calls. For each
such vali, we have to show that it has the type T i (where T i is the declared type of the
corresponding function parameter).
Since the closing configuration of the call evaluating vali is type safe, we know that
ValType(vali) is the static type of expi. Moreover, thanks to the fact that this function
call expression is type safe, we know that expi : T i, which concludes the proof.

The closing configuration generated by the evaluation of a function call expression has the
form (env, ctx, val, funID(...) , D). This configuration is type safe for the following rea-
sons:

• The environment env and context ctx are part of the opening configuration of that call,
thus env is type safe with respect to ctx by induction.

• The value val is type safe with respect to exp, ctx and D because the closing configura-
tion generated by the evaluation of the function instructions is type safe (by induction),
therefore we know that the type ValType(val) is equal to RetTypefunID

D .

binary operators: +, -, >. The evaluation of each of the operators performs two recursive calls. The
first recursive call, to build the related opening configuration, uses the opening configuration
of the enclosing call, thus is type safe by induction. The second recursive call, to build the
related opening configuration, uses a subconfiguration of the closing configuration of the first
recursive call, thus is also type safe by induction.
The closing configurations of the binary operators use the environment and the context which
are part of the opening configuration of their calls, thus they are type safe by induction. We only
have to prove that for the value val being a part of the closing configuration, V alType(val) is
equal to the type of the expression.
In the case of the first two operators, the Plus and Minus functions always return elements of
Z, thus they are of type Int and the type of such expressions is always Int (according to their
typing rules), thus such a configuration is always type safe. In the case of the > operator, the
result of GreaterThan function is either ff , or tt , and both of them are of type Bool, which
is the type of every conditional expression, which concludes this case of the proof.
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8. Type soundness

In this section we formulate and prove the type soundness property. We state it using the notion of
program trace (see Section 6.3) and prove it using the subject reduction property (see Section 7).

8.1. Type soundness formulation

Informally, the type soundness property says that if the program is type safe then during its execution
nothing can “go wrong”, that is, the execution cannot get stuck because it reached a value of an
unexpected type.

Formally, the type soundness property is defined in the following way.

Property 9. (Type soundness)
For each type safe program, one of the following two situations occurs:

• The program terminates successfully (see the definition in Section 6.3).

• The trace generated by the derivation-search procedure is infinite.

8.2. Type soundness proof

We prove the following property which is equivalent to the type soundness defined above.

Property 10. (Type soundness reformulated)
If the trace generated by the derivation-search procedure of a type safe program is finite, then the
program terminates successfully.

We prove this property by contradiction. We show that if the program does not terminate success-
fully, then there does not exist a configuration that is the last one in the trace, i.e., there is always
another configuration following, which means that the execution does not get stuck.

In this proof, we use the notion of a configuration added unconditionally, or that a recursive call
is performed unconditionally, to say that it is performed: (i) without checking further conditions,
and (ii) without performing additional calculations which could fail. For example, we say that a
recursive call is performed unconditionally when a partial judgment being its parameter consists of
an environment and a context calculated before by other recursive calls or supplied as a parameter.

Notice that, for a given configuration C, in order to prove that C is not the last configuration in the
trace, it is enough to show that the next configuration is added unconditionally.

Instead, whenever the next configuration after C is not added unconditionally, we prove that C is
not the last one in the following way:

• If there is an additional condition which is checked in the semantics rules and thus in the
derivation-search procedure, then we prove that this condition is fulfilled and the execution
can proceed and add successive configurations to the trace.

• If the environment, context or value being a part of the partial judgment or returned value is
calculated by a function, then we show that such environment, context, value is always defined.

We proceed by cases on the form of the judgment and the rule/call to evaluate it and we prove that:

• the opening configuration C added by the call for the judgment is not the last one.
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• the closing configuration C added by every recursive call performed by the call for the judge-
ment is not the last one. We analyze each recursive call (corresponding to a premise of the
rule) separately.

To prove that the execution cannot get stuck in the given configuration we exploit the type safety of
all the configurations in a trace (using Property 8).

This way we cover all configurations in a trace, except for the closing one added by the top-level
activation of the procedure (which is not a recursive call). However, this closing configuration is
indeed the last one, and it represents a successful program termination.

In all other cases, we will use C to refer to the configuration for which we prove that it cannot be the
last one.

assignment to a local variable. The execution of the derivation-search procedure for a variable as-
signment starts from unconditionally performing the recursive call to evaluate the assigned
expression (which in turn adds the subsequent opening configuration), therefore the opening
configuration added by the assignment cannot be the last configuration.

On the recursive call for the expression. When the recursive call responsible for the evalua-
tion of the assigned expression ends, then it always does so with the value of the desired form.
Therefore, in this case the new environment of the form (env{VarName 7→ val}) is always
defined, then there will always be a next configuration that is the closing configuration of this
assignment.

if instruction. In the case of an if instruction, the execution of the procedure starts uncondition-
ally from the execution of the recursive call to evaluate the boolean expression, so the opening
configuration C cannot be the last configuration.

On the recursive call for the boolean condition. The recursive call for an expression evalu-
ation returns a value val. The fact that the closing configuration generated by that call is type
safe ensures that the type ValType(val) is equal to the type of the expression. Moreover, by
the fact that the conditional instruction is type safe, we know that this expression has type
Bool. Therefore we know that the type ValType(val) is Bool.
On the other hand, we know that Bool type has only two values: ff and tt .
Therefore we know that one of the two rules can be applied, so there is always a next config-
uration which is the opening configuration added by the recursive call for the instruction I1 or
I2 (depending on the value val).

On the recursive call for the instruction. When the recursive call for instruction in the
body of if instruction adds its closing configuration and finishes, then the if instruction also
finishes unconditionally and adds its own closing configuration.

return instruction. The evaluation of return instruction starts unconditionally from the evalua-
tion of the returned expression, so C cannot be the last configuration.

On the recursive call for the expression. When the recursive call for the expression to be
returned adds its closing configuration and finishes, the call for the return instruction also
adds unconditionally its closing configuration and finishes, so the closing configuration added
by the recursive call cannot be the last one.

compound instruction. The execution of a compound instruction starts unconditionally from the
execution of the first instruction, so C cannot be the last configuration in the trace.
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On the recursive call for the first instruction. When the first instruction finishes, we can
have one of the two cases. In the first case, the environment returned by the evaluation of
the first instruction is a pair, and then the execution of the compound instruction terminates
unconditionally , adding to the trace a closing configuration identical to the one of the first
instruction.
In the second case (when the environment is not a pair, but a function), the second concatenated
instruction is executed, so the configuration which follows is an opening configuration added
by the recursive call responsible for the execution of the second instruction.

On the recursive call for the second instruction. When the execution of the second instruc-
tion finishes by adding its closing configuration, then the compound instruction also finishes,
adding the identical closing configuration to the trace.

expression evaluation. The execution of an expression evaluation instruction starts unconditionally
from the evaluation of the expression, so C cannot be the last configuration in the trace.
When this recursive call finishes, then the whole instruction finishes unconditionally as well,
therefore the closing configuration of the recursive call cannot be the last one as well.

while instruction. The execution of while loop instruction starts unconditionally from the evalu-
ation of the boolean condition, which in turn starts from adding its opening configuration to
the trace, therefore C cannot be the last one.

On the recursive call for the boolean condition expression. When the evaluation of the
boolean condition finishes, it finished with either a tt or ff value (as in the case of if in-
struction). Then, depending on that value, we have two cases. In the case of ff , the while
instruction finishes, which means that the closing configuration for the while instruction is
added. In the case of the tt value, the next step is the execution of the loop body, which starts
unconditionally from the addition of its opening configuration.

On the recursive call for the body of the loop instruction. When the body of the loop
finishes, we have one of the two cases.
In the first case, when the returned environment is a pair (representing the execution of return
instruction), the while instruction finishes unconditionally and adds its closing configuration
to the trace.
In the second case, when the returns environment is not a pair, the loop is executed uncondi-
tionally once again, thus it adds its opening configuration to the trace after C.

On the recursive execution of the loop. When the recursive execution of the loop adds its
closing configuration, then the loop execution also finishes and adds its closing configuration.

constant. All three constants evaluate unconditionally to a closing configuration, so the opening
configuration cannot be the last one.
The evaluation of a constant does not have recursive calls, thus it is never an enclosing call of
any other call.

local identifier. The opening configuration of a local identifier evaluation is always followed by the
closing configuration. To see that the closing configuration is always defined it is enough to
show that env(VarName) is always defined. The fact that the expression is type safe ensures
that VarName is in the domain of IdTypesD(ctx). The subject reduction ensures the fact that
the opening configuration is type safe, which in turn ensures that the domain of env is equal
to the domain of IdTypesD(ctx) which finally ensures that env(VarName) is defined.
Similarly as with constant evaluation, the evaluation of a local identifier also does not perform
any recursive calls.
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function call. We have two cases. In the first case, when the function has at least one parameter, the
evaluation of the function call starts unconditionally from the evaluation of the first parameter,
which adds the subsequent configuration. The second case (when the function does not have
any parameter) requires additional explanations, since the judgment being the parameter of
the recursive call for the evaluation of the function body contains a new environment, which
is build from scratch, and a term, which is not a subterm of the term part of the judgment
passed as the parameter to the current call (for the evaluation of the function call). Therefore
we have to prove that they are always defined. This reasoning applies also in the presence of
parameters, when the parameter to be evaluated is the last one.
In fact, with or without parameters, we know that the function call funID(...) is type safe. This
means that RetTypefunID is defined. Therefore also FunLocalsfunID as well as FunParamsfunID

are defined. Additionally, val1 ... valn are part of closing configurations which are earlier in
the trace, thus they are defined, which implies that the newly constructed environment env′

is defined. The fact that funID is a valid function identifier implies also that FunInstrfunID

is defined. All that ensures that all elements of the partial judgement newly constructed are
defined.

On the recursive call for the evaluation of a parameter value. When the evaluation process
of a parameter value finishes, then we have two cases, depending on whether the parameter
was the last one.
If this is not the last parameter, then the next parameter is evaluated unconditionally and its
opening configuration is added after C.
In the case of the last parameter, the next configuration is the opening configuration added by
the evaluation of the function body in a new environment. The evaluation of the function body
will always start by adding its opening configuration, because the partial judgment passed to
that call is always defined. In fact, this is proved in the same way of the case when the function
does not have any parameters (see above).

On the recursive call for evaluation of the function body. When the process of the execution
of the function body finishes, the whole execution of the function call also finishes, assuming
that the body evaluate to a value of the form (>, val). This is always the case, as a direct
consequence of Property 3. Therefore the next configuration will be always the closing one
added by the function call recursive call.

binary operators: +, -, >. The evaluation of all expressions built using the binary operators starts
unconditionally from evaluating their first argument, which always adds a configuration to the
trace.

On the recursive call for the first operand. When the evaluation of the first operand fin-
ishes, then the evaluation of the second operand starts unconditionally. Therefore, the closing
configuration added by the evaluation of the first operand cannot be the last one.

On the recursive call for the second operand. When the evaluation of the second operand
finishes, then the closing configuration of the binary expression is added and it uses the en-
vironment and the context used in the opening configuration, however it presents a newly
calculated value. Therefore we have to verify that this value is always defined. In the case of
all three operators, the result is a function which takes two values in Z.
Moreover, we know that the program is type safe, thus the expressions being the arguments
of the binary operators have type Int. Moreover, thanks to the subject reduction, we know
that the closing configurations generated by the evaluation of those arguments are type safe,
thus their values have type Int (which is the type of those expressions). And we know that,
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if ValType(val) = Int, then val ∈ Z (see the definition of ValType in Section 3), which
concludes the proof.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we tried to join the best of two worlds, big-step semantics and small-step semantics,
by giving as primary semantics the big-step semantics, thus preserving readability and abstraction,
and then extracting from it a notion of computation steps for programs, thus allowing the user to
state and check properties otherwise naturally captured by the small-step operational semantics, as
explained in Section 1.

The key is a partial algorithm to search for the derivation tree of the judgments of the big-step
semantics, which mimics the expected process of evaluation of a program. Along with the derivation
tree, it is easy to record all program intermediate steps that arise in the search process, thus yielding a
trace of the computation of the program. The notion of intermediate steps (program configurations)
of a program execution (trace) is then exploited to state and prove the type soundness property for a
toy language LM, in an adequately strong version.

This paper is only a first step towards the formalization of the novel approach. Indeed, a meta-
theory to formalize its strength and properties would be a desirable result and this is a research
we intend to pursue. Informally, we can already claim that our approach cannot be applied to truly
non-deterministic sets of big-step rules (like the ones present in some process algebras).
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tr := list();

procedure searchI(j)
env, ctx, D |= instr ⇒I := j;
tr.add( (env, ctx, D)); /* the opening configuration is added to the trace */
case j of
....

endcase;
tr.add( (res, ctx, D)); /* the closing configuration is added to the trace */
return res;

endprocedure

procedure searchE(j)
env, ctx, D |= exp ⇒ex := j;
tr.add( (env, ctx, D));
case j of
....

endcase;
tr.add( (env, ctx, res, exp, D) );
return res;

endprocedure

procedure searchP(j)

|=
−→
F ; exp ⇒P := j;

tr.add(∅);
case j of
....

endcase;
tr.add( (res, exp, D) );
return res;

endprocedure

Figure 9. Program trace construction using the derivation-search algorithm
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Figure 10. An example of a program trace


